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T

he use of traditional risk factors and laboratory markers to estimate 10-year risk for atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) remains the cornerstone of clinical decision making for primary prevention of ASCVD in
asymptomatic persons. In the United States, risk estimation begins with the pooled cohort equations, which were
ﬁrst introduced in the 2013 American Heart Association
and American College of Cardiology (AHA/ACC) prevention guideline. The new 2018 AHA/ACC guideline still
recommends use of these equations as a prudent ﬁrst
step in clinical decision making, despite acknowledging
that they provide only moderate risk discrimination and
may overestimate risk (1, 2).
Since publication of the paradigm-shifting 2013
guideline, concern has been raised that risk overestimation could lead to statins being recommended to many
patients who are less likely to receive net beneﬁt from
therapy. For patients at either high or very low risk for
ASCVD, imprecise risk estimation may not be clinically relevant. However, for all other patients, using the pooled
cohort equations as a standalone risk assessment tool
may be insufﬁcient for deﬁnitive decision making.
The 2018 AHA/ACC risk assessment and cholesterol
management guideline acknowledges the limitations of
traditional risk prediction. It recommends considering additional clinical factors and other tests to more accurately
assess cardiovascular risk for many adults with 10-year risk
for ASCVD between 5% and 20% (3, 4). The presence of
these “risk enhancers,” such as a family history of premature ASCVD, South Asian ancestry, inﬂammatory biomarkers, HIV infection, and rheumatologic disease, can increase risk (3, 4). However, as their name indicates, risk
enhancers are only valuable for identifying persons who
may be at higher risk than otherwise expected. Their absence does not reclassify risk downward, and borderlineto intermediate-risk patients— especially those with no traditional risk factors—may still face risk overestimation and
potential overtreatment.
The 2018 AHA/ACC prevention guideline offers
something fundamentally new for these patients. For
more deﬁnitive risk stratiﬁcation (that is, to move patients both up and down the risk spectrum), the guideline explicitly states, “identiﬁcation of subclinical atherosclerosis rather than use of serum biomarkers is
preferred, because of the extensive body of evidence
demonstrating the superior utility of atherosclerosis
disease assessment” (3, 4).
When evaluating subclinical atherosclerosis, coronary artery calcium (CAC) testing is preferred over
other imaging methods. Measuring CAC has proved
consistently better at prognosticating, discriminating,
calibrating, and reclassifying ASCVD than using tradiThis article was published at Annals.org on 12 February 2019.
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tional risk scores. The most notable studies, such as MESA
(Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis) and the Heinz Nixdorf Recall Study, showed that persons with severe CAC
had 9- to 16-fold higher hazard ratios than those with a
CAC score of 0 (5).
Imaging studies are unique in their superior sensitivity for clinically important atherosclerosis. Tests with
high sensitivity are ideally suited for downwardly modifying posttest risk estimates; imaging tests for subclinical atherosclerosis are thus ideal for identifying persons at very low risk for ASCVD (a concept known as
the imaging hypothesis of risk prediction) (6). Thus,
apart from the ability of CAC testing to identify those
truly high-risk persons in whom most ASCVD events
occur, an absence of CAC confers a very low risk for
future events. A CAC score of 0 has been established to
reclassify borderline- to intermediate-risk patients into
a category in which lipid-lowering therapy is no longer
recommended (7). Furthermore, among the wide range
of negative risk markers—including low high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein levels, a normal ankle– brachial index,
and a lack of carotid plaque—the absence of CAC results
in the greatest risk reduction and downward reclassiﬁcation
of risk (8), a concept termed the power of zero CAC (9).
The new 2018 AHA/ACC prevention guideline has
thus assigned a class IIA recommendation for CAC testing to aid uncertainty around risk estimates in selected
borderline- and intermediate-risk patients (that is, those
with a 10-year risk for ASCVD between 5% and 20%)
aged 40 to 75 years in order to guide individualized management decisions (3, 4). For the ﬁrst time, the guidelines
have acknowledged the power of a CAC score of 0
among patients in whom intensive statin therapy is of limited value and may be avoided.
Of note, up to 50% of patients with a 10-year risk
for ASCVD between 5% and 20% have a CAC score of
0 and may have ﬂexible treatment goals (7). Approximately 25% of these patients have extensive CAC
(score ≥100), and their 10-year risk for ASCVD is in a
range where the “beneﬁt of statin therapy clearly exceeds potential for harms.” Statin therapy should also
be strongly considered in those with a CAC score between 1 and 99. In all patients, “clinical judgment and
patient preferences should guide decision-making” (3).
It is critical that the main stakeholders, especially
primary care physicians, understand the newly proposed role for CAC testing and do not equate it with
screening. Rather than bringing in many additional statin candidates, this testing should serve as a decision
aid to “de-risk” certain patients and distinguish those
who may beneﬁt from preventive pharmacologic
therapies (6 –9).
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Table. CAC Testing
Indication
Primary prevention (no previous clinical ASCVD) in asymptomatic
patients
Borderline- and intermediate-risk patients (predicted 10-y ASCVD risk,
5%–20%)
After clinician–patient discussion if further risk stratiﬁcation is desired
Results
CAC score of 0: May withhold or delay statin therapy
CAC score between 1 and 99: Favors statin therapy
CAC score ≥100 or in the ≥75th percentile: Statin therapy indicated
Heart-healthy lifestyle interventions are indicated for all
Avoid downstream testing, including coronary angiography, for
asymptomatic patients
Repeated testing
Can be considered in 5 y if the CAC score is 0 or 1–99
Radiation exposure
Approximately 1 mSv (similar to bilateral mammography)
Costs
$50–$350 out of pocket; not currently reimbursed by most insurance
payers
Cost-effective and potentially cost-saving if applied to intermediate-risk
patients and considering pill disutility

ASCVD = atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CAC = coronary
artery calcium.

The updated 2018 AHA/ACC risk assessment and
cholesterol management guideline strongly endorses
selective CAC testing, but the decision to use this testing is not always straightforward. The approximate average national cost of CAC testing is between $50 and
$350, and additional downstream testing for noncardiac
incidental ﬁndings (such as lung nodules) can generate
recommendations for follow-up imaging in approximately
5% of adults without a history of smoking. However, recent analyses have been reassuring in that selective use of
statin therapy in those with CAC—instead of recommending
it as a “treat-all” approach in intermediate-risk patients—is
cost-effective, even when these additional upfront costs are
accounted for (10). Moreover, the modest radiation exposure (0.9 mSv compared with yearly average background
radiation exposure of 3 mSv) must be discussed with patients to allow for informed decision making.
The next step for CAC testing in primary prevention is clearly universal coverage for appropriate candidates to ensure equal access. We must advocate for
reasonable pricing (<$150). We also must reinforce
that CAC testing is a decision aid and should almost
never be followed by downstream cardiovascular testing, such as stress testing or cardiac catheterization.
In summary, CAC testing is now a guideline-endorsed
decision aid for borderline- to intermediate-risk patients
who seek more deﬁnitive risk assessment as part of a clinician–patient discussion (Table). This testing can reduce
low-value treatment and focus primary prevention therapy on those most likely to beneﬁt.
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